
          COMPETITION RESULTS          

MONTHLY GALLERY RIFLE AND PISTOL SHOOT 25 AUGEST 2019 

As the sun brightened up our morning eight shooters braved the road closures due to the 2019 

Wicklow Iron Man competition and using back roads and alternative routes made it safely to the 

range. Between the 'Iron Man' and the 'Kiel Cup' being staged in BRC over the weekend we expected 

a small turnout. Thanks to all who made it. Multi Target was the day's format with twenty four shots 

in strings of six rounds fired at four distances ranging from 25 metres, 20 metres, 15 metres and 10 

metres with a possible score of 120-24x's. This competition is shot double handed. There were eight 

competitors and thirteen entries. Iron sights started the morning with first place going to Anthony F 

with a score of 100. Second place was hard fought for with two competitors both Declan K and Frank 

B  tying with an 98. It came down to the X count and the final outcome saw Declan taking the 

honours with 6X's to Frank's 5X's. Next up was the pistol 'Red Dot' category and this time around 

Frank B walked away having achieved victory with a very impressive score of 107 followed by 

Maurice B with 102 and Anthony taking third place with 91. Then it was the riflemen's turn. With 

only two shooters stepping up to the line the competition finished with Anthony F taking first place 

with 107 to Paul F's 105. A very close fought finish. My thanks to all who competed and a special 

thanks to Declan K who stepped into the Range Officer position and relieved me to shoot the 

competitions and a thanks to Frank B who scored the targets while I shot. Afterwards, the coffee, 

biscuits and a chat finished off a good mornings shoot. The competition results are below. 

Our next monthly gallery rifle and pistol event will take place on Sunday morning 29th September 

with the first competition shots away at 10:30. The format will be the T&P1. I look forward to seeing 

you all then. 

Iron Sights 

Anthony F      100                                                                                                                                               

Declan K          98 - 6X's                                                                                                                           

Frank B            98 - 5X's                                                                                                                         

Sylvester D      95                                                                                                                            

Eugene McH    94                                                                                                                                      

Paul F               87                                                                                                                                        

Ed P                  86  

Red Dot  

Frank B          107                                                                                                                               

Maurice B      102                                                                                                                          

Anthony F        91 

Gallery Rifle 

Anthony F      107                                                                                                                                 

Paul F             105 

Anthony  F                                                                                                                                       

Gallery Rifle and Pistol Section 

 


